
NATURE TRAIL – COMMUNITY
ORCHARD IN THE SPRING

Welcome to Wenvoe Community Orchard. This area has been planted as a community 
orchard by members of Wenvoe Wildlife Group and the members continue to maintain 
the area as an orchard and nature haven. We hope you enjoy your walk around. This 
particular guide features the main plants, flowers and wildlife that you may see during 
the spring months, especially April, May and June

Start at the sports building and walk across to the corner of the hedge on the other side 
of the field. In the large Oak tree just to your right you will see the owl box in the tree. In 
the early spring you can hear the Tawny owls hooting to mark their territory. Barn owls 
can also be seen in this area so who knows who might have taken up residence in the 
box!

Follow line of the hedge leaving it to your right. You will see the white/pale pink blossom 
of the Hawthorn and the Blackthorn which is one of the first of the spring blossoms. You 
will reach some small shrubs which indicate the beginning of the community orchards 
and on the left are the sensory planters, filled with a variety of plants that are used for 
their colours, smells, tastes, sounds and textures.

The main area of the orchard is planted with a range of traditional fruit trees including 
apple, pear, medlar and plum. It is the plum and pear that are most likely to be in bloom 
in the spring. A guide to the types of trees that are in the orchard and where they are 
planted can be found on the notice board. It may be possible to harvest some of the fruit 
in the autumn.

Make your way over to the notice board and you will also see the bee hotel. Many 
different bees are attracted to this and spend their winter in hibernation here. In the 
spring, you can see them hovering around the hotel and moving around the orchard, 
starting to collect pollen and nectar from the flowers.  As well as the bees, the early 



butterflies can also been seen around the flowers. The Orange Tip, which has white 
wings with an orange tip on the top wing, particularly enjoys the flowers around in the 
spring, as does the Peacock butterfly with its bright eye-like marking on its upper wing. 
Most butterflies do not appear until summer, but some species, such as the Peacock 
spend winter hibernating as adults and wake with the first warmth of spring. 

In the main area of the orchard you will find the pond. In the pond you will see the Water 
Snails moving around and leaving their trail on the bottom and sides of the pond and all 
over the surface the Pond Skimmers dart. In the spring, the Dragonflies skim above the 
water and the Red Damselfly is a common sight. 

The tall plants in the water are the Flag Iris and the Flowering Rush. The early native 
White and Yellow Waterlilies may be beginning to flower. Also around the pond are the 
purple flowers of the Water Mint which particularly likes the damp conditions. 

Around the edges of the pond, on the opposite side of the sensory beds are the 
Snakeshead Fritillary flowers, which are out for only a short time but have the distinctive 
bell shaped flowers with a chequered pattern on them. There are also the bright yellow 
of the Marsh Woundwort. You will also see lots of nettles growing in the area mixed in 
with the plant known for helping with nettle stings, dock leaves. Don’t try them out 
thought, they do work but the nettles are strong here. 

Towards the back of the orchard you will see a variety of wild flowers including Ladies 
Smock, Primroses, Bluebells, Ground ivy, Cowslips and Oxeye daisies. Small woodland 
plants such asbluebells, wood anemones and violets can compete with most taller plants
because they finish flowering early in the year. There are also log piles that offer a safe 
haven to many insects like beetles and their larvae. 

The trees have a number of bird boxes for the nesting birds that will be making the most 
of the spring and the new sources of food to start brooding their young. Blackbirds, 
wrens and finches are common in the area and the collared dove can also been seen. 
Above you high on the thermals you may find the buzzards soaring, searching for food 
on the ground. They may be chased away by the crows and ravens, which will take them
on to move them away from their nesting sites in spite of the size difference.

Around the sensory beds, near the pond and at the far edge of the orchard are newly 
planted willow whips. Willow (Salix) is one of nature's colourful and adaptable building 
materials. We hope to create a willow hedge at the far end and willow arches around the 
pond and sensory beds. It may be possible in the future to harvest some of the willow for
weaving.



Once you have had a good look around, you can walk back along the stream at the side 
of the field, with Ely Rangers football ground on the other side. You can hear the trickle 
of the stream and the damp ground is great for a number of wild flowers including 
Bluebells, Ragged Robin, and Red Campion and for the trees which are covered in 
catkins 


